Apocamysticism
Why is it that when people get into religion or mysticism they so
often wind up obsessed with apocalypses? The mad preacher with
a sign reading THE END IS NIGH is a trope so old and pervasive
I could be writing this rant in 1952. Don’t folks know it’s BAD,
ACTUALLY, to wrap up your mystical identity in the trappings of
Apocalypse? Don’t people know that cheerleading the end of the
world is REALLY FUCKING STUPID? I’m looking at you, Cthulhu
cultists.
But I’m looking at all you bitches that are way too into dystopian lit,
too.
The fact is, we are living in a culture OBSESSED with apocalypses.
Zombie Apocalypses, Climate Apocalypses, whatever the fuck the
Preppers think is gonna happen when Obummer or Sleepy Joe
comes for their guns, the Apocalypse America is built on,*1 the one
the Evangelicals are praying for every night... The fact that I can list
so many that are so intimately familiar to you as a reader is already a
giant red flag.
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You didn’t choose the memetic soup
you were going to be born into. It’s
not your fault that you’re cohabiting
this planet with a bunch of selfdestrutive hairless primates, and
it’s hard to be surrounded by that
cultural noise without picking up
a little bit here and there. But you
need to be AWARE of what you’re
ingesting, and you need to EXCISE
some of this apocalypse cheerleading
bullshit you pick up. Because it’s
killing people. Not fictional people,
not potential future people, but
really alive humans right now.
1 *Which was a genocide and should be
named as such

America is Obsessed with Apocalypses
And America Outsources Its Problems
You can’t understand what’s happening in the Middle East without
understanding the history of European colonialism and antiSemitism and WWII and the Holocaust but you ALSO can’t
understand it without knowing that a significant, organized voting
bloc in the US wants very badly for a specific apocalypse to happen,
and getting all the Jews to move to Israel is one of the steps on that
path. You can’t understand Climate Change until you remember that
there are people who honestly believe they are in the last generation
of humans to occupy this planet. You can’t understand anything
that’s happening in politics without constantly reminding yourself
that a small but extremely loud subset of voters WANT TOTAL
SOCIAL BREAKDOWN. Like looking off a tall bridge and getting
the urge to jump, but instead of one life at risk, it’s billions. The Call
Of The Void, writ large.
And look, I really do empathize. I’ve spent my time in the hopeless
pits of powerless rebellion. I’ve shut down in the face of problems
too large to hope to affect. I’ve had dark nights at 3am where all I
wanted to do was give up the present and try to imagine an end that,
while probably not pleasant, might at least have some meaning?
Some significance? But it’s a trap, and you’ve gotta claw your way out
of it.
The way out isn’t gonna look how you expect, either. You might need
some time being a bad guy, to break those chains of “good people
don’t.” You might need to give up on politics and start running
a goat larp. You might need to spend every morning for 6 weeks
taking pictures of the flowers in the gardens in your neighborhood.
Your escape won’t look like mine, like anyone else’s.

But When You Break Out
You’re Saving A Piece Of The World.

